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Dignity for dead women:

Changing the way the press 

reports fatal domestic abuse





○ Flew a plane over Old Trafford to break Manchester United’s silence 

around Ronaldo’s rape allegations



○ Got plastic surgery and diet pill adverts banned from ITV during Love 

Island



○ We introduced the UK’s first media guidelines on reporting fatal 

domestic abuse





Domestic homicide in the UK:

1 woman killed every 3 days

Public health problem



Of all the women who are killed after 
separating with an abusive partner: 

72% of women are killed within six months.

49% of women are killed within one month.

89% are killed within one year.
(ONS, 2017)



The problem



The change we want to see



Why hasn’t it happened yet?
(3 months of research on the phone)



Who has the power to make 

it happen?

Complaints



The case we need to build to win:

● Prove the harmful consequences of bad 

reporting (victims + academic)

● Prove that we (and our partners) are the 

experts

● Bring the voices of survivors and their family 

members to the fore

● Show that the public are ahead of the press



Dignity frame

1. Everyone deserves dignity in death

2. Current media reporting denies victims of 

domestic homicide dignity

3. We need reporting that upholds victims’ dignity 



We will: run a media-driven campaign around the launch of a 4-point guide to 

reporting on fatal domestic abuse.

Because: we want IPSO to recognise fatal domestic abuse is a sensitive 

issue and there is a clear lack of guidance on how to report on it.

This will: pressure IPSO and journalists more broadly to take responsibility 

and report fatal domestic abuse in a dignified way.

So that: The IPSO and Guardian change their editorial guidelines to urge 

responsible reporting on fatal domestic abuse.





● Accountability
● Images
● Dignity
● Accuracy

The key points of responsible reporting: 
“First, AIDA”

Based on domestic homicide, but apply across all violence against women.



1. Refrain from describing the murder as an uncharacteristic event or “loss of control”. 

● Men who murder women are highly controlling. They commit violence to assert their 
control - most commonly after the woman has fled the relationship.

● ‘Loss of control’ contributes to a legal defence to reduce criminal liability from murder to 
manslaughter. Don’t be complicit in reinforcing this myth that leads to lighter sentences.

● Avoid making the perpetrator into a ‘monster’.

Accountability: Place responsibility on the perpetrator



2. Avoid including spurious ‘triggers’ for a murder. Particularly 
avoid framing the killing “after” a woman’s actions, or a “row”

○ Husband ‘strangled wife of 44 years to death after 
late-night argument  in coronavirus lockdown’

3. Avoid sympathetic romanticising language 
● e.g. “hubby”, “lover”, “jilted”, “crime of passion” 

4.  Consider the sources included in the piece
Dead women don’t get the right of reply.

Accountability: place responsibility on the perpetrator



Raneem Oudeh, 
2018

● Centre images of the victim
● Don’t place image next to perpetrator
● Use photo provided by family/ police
● Do not source new photos from Facebook
● Do not use pictures of the weapon

● Consider many perpetrators want the 
attention of being pictured.

Images

Beth Aspey, killed 
2021



● Be mindful of intrusion into grief and shock
● Centre the images and experiences of the victim 

(her job, her family’s words about her) not the 
killer

● A victim’s children and parents will read the 
newspapers again and again

● “A memorial for the victim, not propaganda for 
the perpetrator”

Dignity: Avoid sensational language, invasive or graphic details that 
compromise dignity.

“Man charged with murdering wife and 
daughter in Salisbury”

“Family Bloodbath: Two young girls 
cried ‘he’s cut mummy’ after their dad 
‘slit wife and teenage daughter’s 
throats’”

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ES3xHEbXfKfXQ1zdIQMq8lsHBN3Igqpy/view


● Fatal domestic abuse as opposed to ‘tragedy’ or ‘horror’ / ‘monster’ / ‘evil’

● Rape / sexual assault as opposed to “sex crime” “sex attack” / “underage women”

● Where possible, frame the act of violence in the systemic context of gender-based violence: 
use ONS statistics (factfile to follow). Gender-based violence is a national rather than personal 
problem. Quote national statistics: i.e. “In the UK, a woman is murdered by her partner every 3 days”

● Include references to Rape Crisis or Domestic Abuse helplines at the end of the article where 
possible (in guidelines and resource pack) 

Accuracy: name the crime



○ Launched the UK’s first media guidelines on reporting fatal domestic 

abuse







IPSO negotiations
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